Airport screening process takes too long time and people take more attention to this phenomenon and hope it to be solved. In this paper, we propose virtual queuing model in order to minimize the average waiting time, minimum waiting time variance and to ensure the airline's maximum revenue. By establishing a virtual queuing simulation model, we calculate security process waiting time in the conditions of no-virtual queuing, partial virtual queuing and full virtual queuing. Then, we compare the results in under the different circumstances. At the end, we come to a conclusion that the use of virtual queuing mode can effectively reduce passengers' waiting time, increase passenger throughput and increase passengers' satisfaction.
INTRODUCTION
Virtual queue is to add a virtual queue in the original queue. It's that the passengers are not queued in the normal queue, but he can occupy a position in the queue through software and reach the queue within the time specified by the virtual queuing system. otherwise the queue is disqualified, as shown in Fig. 1 : 
ESTABLISHMENT OF VIRTUAL QUEUING MODEL
Based on the analysis of the traditional queuing theory, Robert takes the European airport as the research object and obtained the factors of virtual queuing and proposed the virtual queuing model to reduce the airport security cost and improve the airport efficiency [4] . Therefore, here we will be specific about how the virtual queuing model to enhance the efficiency of the case.
Taking the airport security data in Table 1 as an example, a virtual queuing model is established to analyze and calculate the data under the basic assumptions, and the results are compared with the actual airport security data. 
Basic Prerequisites.
In order to facilitate the calculation, we select the peak hours of 9: 00-12: 00 passengers' waiting time for the study and the average queue length N, from the data available N is about 150, so this article will discuss the questions at the team length of 150.
Virtual Queuing Simulation Flow.
The flow chart of virtual queuing operation in MATLAB is as follows:
FIGURE 2. Flow chart of virtual queuing operation
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The Case of Virtual Queuing Simulation is not Implemented.
Passengers' waiting time without virtual queuing is simulated based on real survey data, so in this case the passengers' flight time is taken into account, and all the passengers are ordinary passengers, there is no virtual queuing passengers. Passengers in the security process in accordance with the principle of first-come first-line wait for security check. According to the arrival rate of passengers, the service rate of security personnel and the maximum queuing theory, the waiting time of passengers is simulated by MATLAB. The simulation results are shown in Table 2 . Implementation of Virtual Queuing.
When some passengers are virtual passengers, according to the process of passenger virtual queuing, it can be seen that ordinary passengers can join the virtual queuing system by virtual queuing system. Then, the virtual queuing system can measure the passenger flow distribution during the peak period by regulating the passengers to wait for queuing, shorten the waiting time, thereby increasing the security throughput.
Because of the airport traffic, the simulation process need to determine the virtual passengers in all the proportion of passengers queuing, in order to facilitate the calculation. And 20% of the total number of passengers are determined as virtual queue of passengers. These virtual passengers will be queued in the specified time to return directly to the queue in the head position for security. Ordinary passengers still need to follow the principle of first-come-first-served queuing security.
The time for virtual queuing passengers to return to the queue is only determined by the virtual queuing system, irrespective of passengers' flight time. But in reality, in order to ensure that virtual passengers can board the plane on time, the virtual queuing process must take the flight departure time into account. Therefore, considering the passengers' flight time, the time that the virtual queuing passengers return to the queue is determined by the flight time and the virtual queuing system. Therefore, we calculate the passengers' waiting time in two cases, regardless of flight time and considering the flight time, using MATLAB, the calculation results are shown in Table 3 .
According to Table 3 , the queuing time of passengers is reduced, regardless of whether or not the flight timings are taken into account, as compared with the cases where virtual queuing is not implemented. In the case of taking into account flight times, the average waiting time for passengers increases by about 1.5 minutes compared to the time without regard to the flight schedule.
All passengers are virtual queuing passengers are ideal for virtual queuing systems. In this process, the passengers' waiting time in the case of considering the flight time and not considering the flight time is calculated. the simulation is carried out by MATLAB, the results are shown in Table 4 . 
Comparison of Results Under Different Circumstances.
Considering the time of flight, we contrastive analysis of the results without virtual queuing, partial passenger virtual queuing, and all passenger virtual queuing, as shown in Table 5 .
As shown in Table 5 , when the virtual queue is not implemented, the waiting time is about 20 minutes. Compared with the situation that the virtual queuing is not implemented; the waiting time of the passengers is reduced to a certain extent. The average waiting time is about 14 minutes, which is about 30% less than the average waiting time without virtual queuing, which is about 6 minutes when some passengers are virtual queuing passengers.so when the passengers are virtual queue of passengers, the average waiting time is about 7 minutes, which is about 65% less than the average waiting time without virtual queuing, which is about 13 minutes.
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